Brainstorm around the title or a line in the song: Topic of the song? (A votre avis, de quoi parle cette chanson?) Type of song? Also, what words / phrases do you expect you will hear in this song? ...

Watch clip without the sound. First impressions? Listing tasks (focus on and list the different xxx you see, list of adjectives it makes you think of...) or questions such as...where do you think this is taking place? who are the different people? what emotions are conveyed? How? What is going to happen afterwards,...

Listen to the song with or without clip. Enjoy! Your first impressions? What kind of song? What kind of tune? Rhythm? What instruments?

Listen to the song. Listen to the words. Note the words you recognize. Try to remember or write down lines from the chorus,...

Listen for specific words or phrases. How many times do you hear xxx, xxx, xxx? Listen for and list the words /expressions linked to the theme of xxx?

Listen for + take note of ... raming words, proper nouns, adjectives,...

Listen for the gist of this song. Note the main images, sentiments,... What is the song about? How would you describe it... (in one word, three words, ten words,...)
Read the lyrics, listen to the song and … fill in the gaps; … find the errors which have slipped in. Read the strips with song lines, listen and order them.

Identify … structures (grammar), vocabulary, stylistic features, registers, song patterns,…

Listen, focus on sounds, repeat, read out loud … and improve your pronunciation.

Culture: Life and times of the singer / band: biography, music styles, key events, youth culture and issues, traditions, mythical places, Francophonie,…

Genres (humour, satire, protest, …). Online searches to present info to others.

Written production: write / create a song ‘à la manière de… (song structures, pattern, language + chorus)

Write about song / band / genre / theme / etc…

Sing (with or without the karaoke clip), dance, perform. Create a LIPDUB and upload on YouTube!